THE WHO COLLABORATING CENTRES' MIDWIFERY NETWORK WEBINAR SERIES 2020-2021 PRESENTS:

Developments In Midwifery Research

SEPTEMBER 23, 2020
14:00-15:00 CET
ZOOM: https://jhuson.zoom.us/j/99647333610

SOO DOWNE
BA (HONS), RM, MSC, PHD, OBE, PROFESSOR OF MIDWIFERY STUDIES, UCLAN UK

PRESENTATION TOPIC:
CONDUCTING COVID-19 MIDWIFERY RESEARCH

MARY RENFREW
BSc, RGN, SCM, DN, PHD, FRSE, PROFESSOR OF MOTHER AND INFANT HEALTH UNIVERSITY OF DUNDEE, SCOTLAND

PRESENTATION TOPIC:
COVID-19: UK PROFESSORIAL ADVISORY GROUP/ROYAL COLLEGE OF MIDWIVES RAPID SCOPING REVIEWS.

HOLLY POWELL KENNEDY
PHD, CNM, FACNM, FAAN, HELEN VARNEY PROFESSOR OF MIDWIFERY PRESIDENT, AMERICAN COLLEGE OF NURSE-MIDWIVES, FOUNDATION YALE UNIVERSITY

PRESENTATION TOPIC:
QUALITY MATERNAL AND NEWBORN CARE RESEARCH ALLIANCE: AIMS AND PROGRESS
THE MIDWIFERY NETWORK PRESENTS
WHO COLLABORATING CENTRES’ MIDWIFERY NETWORK WEBINARS 2020-2021

DEVELOPMENTS IN MIDWIFERY RESEARCH
SEPTEMBER 23, 2020

THE QUALITY OF CARE NETWORK AND MIDWIFERY
MARCH 17, 2021

DEVELOPMENTS IN MIDWIFERY EDUCATION
NOVEMBER 18, 2020

LEADERSHIP IN MIDWIFERY: CLAIMING AND SUSTAINING A PLACE AT THE TABLE
APRIL 28, 2021

IMPLEMENTING MIDWIFE LED CARE GLOBALLY
JANUARY 20, 2021

JOIN US AT 14:00 TO 15:00 CET
ZOOM LINK:
HTTPS://JHUSON.ZOOM.US/J/99647333610

ADDITIONAL DETAILS AND NAMES OF KEYNOTE SPEAKERS TO FOLLOW